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would provide me with a cheque bank statement from September
onwards.
Captain understood that he had been very foolish
and had acted incorrectly in relation to all these matters.
Secondly, I referred to the incident when l;Jij1f.rDJilij1], admitted
as a day resident to the Open Door, had later made accusations
of Captain's homosexual advances.
Captain denied any such
advances.
He explained the kind of question he had raised
while in the car with
on the night following a group
session at the Centre.
Captain claimed he felt the need to
be honest with the boy and to draw forth his honest response.
These questions explored sexual areas and in this dialogue
C5ptain admitted a friendship with a lad in the past.
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I confirmed to Captain that
had spoken to the Manager
of Carinya about the Captain's past relationship in Perth,
and homosexual preferences.
It was clear to the Captain,
that his actions with ~had been in the least, indiscreet,
and again, exposed him to serious question and suspicion.
He claimed most strongly that he did not behave in any homosexual manner and was very agitated, as the very hint of such
behaviour would have very devastating consequences upon his
marital and family relationships.
He confessed to having
acted in a very foolish and indiscreet manner and was very
sorry.
I confirmed to Captain that neither I, nor any of
the very few people who had knowledge of the incident, felt
he had been involved in homosexual behaviour. I also endorsed
his own acknowledgement of very serious indiscretion.
I asked Captain was there any underlying problem or anxiety
which may have contributed to these failings?
He. spoke of
some anxiety for his over-weight, for some feelings of disagreement with the limited doctor prescribed drug medications to
residents. He claimed a good spiritual relationship and confessed to neglect of seeking advice in some personal concerns.
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